Band structure of indium selenide investigated by intrinsic photoluminescence under high pressure
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This paper reports on photoluminescence experiments in n-type indium selenide (T=300 K) under hydrostatic pressure up to 7 GPa at low and high excitation densities. Photoluminescence measurements at low excitation density exhibit a broad band around the energy of the direct band gap of InSe and with the same pressure dependence. The reversible increase of its linewidth above 1 GPa is associated to a direct-to-indirect band-gap crossover between valence band maxima. The reversible decrease of its intensity above 4 GPa is interpreted as evidence of a direct-to-indirect band-gap crossover between conduction band minima. Photoluminescence measurements under high excitation density exhibit several spontaneous and stimulated emission bands. The different components of these bands can be attributed to radiative emission from different minima of the conduction band to different maxima of the valence band in the framework of the band-gap renormalization theory in a multivalley scenario. The image of the electronic band structure of InSe provided by these measurements agrees with the previous analysis of the optical absorption coefficient of InSe and In1−xGa2xSe.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Layered III–VI semiconductor compounds have long been studied due to the unusual nature of electronic interactions present in such compounds, and also due to their potential application in nonlinear optics,1–5 solar cells,6 memory devices,7 and solid state batteries.8 Recently, III–VI layered materials are the object of renewed interest due to new applications aroused with van der Waals epitaxy,9–11 like GaAs surface passivation,12,13 and the capacity of layered structures to accommodate strong lattice mismatches in order to achieve a good epitaxy of three-dimensional semiconductors.

Extrinsic and intrinsic photoluminescence (PL) measurements in III–VI layered semiconductors have been reported in a number of papers where the high anisotropy and nonlinear properties of these semiconductors have been stressed.14,15 In particular, gain and stimulated emission measurements in these materials have been performed by different authors and several hypotheses have been argued to explain the nature of the stimulated emissions at room and low temperatures.16–30 Many of these studies (performed during the latest 40 years) failed in correlating the unusual electronic properties of these compounds and the electronic band structure obtained from theoretical calculations. The main reason for the failure was the lack of detailed knowledge of the electronic band structure near the fundamental band gap.

Some theoretical band structure calculations of InSe were not appropriate for the comparison with experiments done on the γ polytype. The reason was either because of the assumption of a different polytype (ε or β), far much simpler for calculations, or because of the calculation of the band structure in directions of the Brillouin zone (e.g., Γ–A or Γ–B) hardly accessible by experimental methods. In the last decade, modern theoretical calculations have succeeded in the description of the band structure of III–VI compounds, specially the γ-polytype InSe and the monoclinic GaTe, which are the more complex III–VI layered semiconductors.31–38 Figure 1 shows the Brillouin zone of the γ-polytype InSe, which belongs to the rhombohedral space group $C_{3v}^1(R3m)$. These semiconductors have a direct gap at the Z point of the Brillouin zone at ambient pressure and become indirect semiconductors with increasing pressure. In the case of InSe, two direct-to-indirect crossovers were observed in absorption measurements under pressure.34,36 These results were interpreted on the basis of numeric-atomic-orbital-density-functional-theory (NAO-DFT) band structure calculations. Figure 2(a) shows a scheme of the calculated band structure of InSe near the fundamental band gap at different pressures.34,36 The two indirect transitions observed under pressure in optical measurements were assigned to transitions $I_1$ and $I_2$ in Fig. 2(a). Transition $I_1$ occurs from a shoulder near the valence band maximum (VBM) at Z that develops into a new VBM above 1.2 GPa. Transition $I_2$ occurs from the VBM at Z to the B conduction band minima (CBM), that becomes the absolute minima around 4 GPa.

![FIG. 1. Rhombohedral Brillouin zone of γ-InSe.](image)
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Recent quasi-particle GW calculations suggest that the conduction band crossover occurs between the $Z$ and $A$ CBM. In the following we assume that the direct-to-indirect crossover of the conduction bands is between the $Z$ and $B$ minima.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show that the pressure-induced VBM has a quasi-cylindrical symmetry with center at the $Z$ point. This symmetry corresponds to thoroidal shape constant energy surfaces that give rise to a 2D-like density of states.

In this paper, we present a study of the PL of InSe at room pressure as a function of excitation density and we report the pressure dependence of the intrinsic PL in indium selenide in the low- and high-density excitation regime. We interpret the emission bands observed in low-density photoluminescence (LDPL) and the emission bands observed in high-density photoluminescence (HDPL) on the light of the most recent theoretical calculations and on the light of the band-gap renormalization theory (BGR) in a multivalley scenario (BGRMS), that was developed for III–V materials. We will demonstrate that the present measurements and the recently calculated electronic band structure of InSe agree with the previously reported analysis of the optical absorption coefficient in InSe and In$_{1-x}$Ga$_x$Se$_x$.

Preliminary results of this work have been published in Refs. 41 and 42.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

\(\gamma\)-InSe single crystals were grown by the Bridgman–Stockbarger method from an In$_{1.05}$Se$_{0.95}$ melt. Samples of 10–50 \(\mu\)m in thickness were cleaved perpendicular to the [001] direction from the ingot and contained an electron concentration of \(3 \times 10^{16}\) cm$^{-3}$, as measured by Hall effect in van der Pauw configuration. Samples showed an intense band-to-band recombination peak at room temperature ensuring a good crystal quality. For measurements under pressure, samples were cut into pieces of 100×100 \(\mu\)m$^2$ in size and placed together with a ruby chip into a 200 \(\mu\)m diameter hole drilled on a 60 \(\mu\)m thick Inconel gasket and inserted between the diamonds of a membrane-type diamond anvil cell (MDAC). A 4:1 methanol–ethanol mixture was used as pressure-transmitting medium ensuring hydrostatic conditions up to 10 GPa. Pressure was determined by the shift of the ruby PL lines with a spectral resolution of 0.5 Å. PL signal was dispersed by a 1 m single-grating monochromator with a spectral resolution of 16 Å/mm in the slit plane.

A. Low-density photoluminescence measurements

Room-temperature LDPL measurements as a function of pressure were carried out both in the transmission and reflection configuration by exciting samples with a HeNe laser (632 nm). The laser beam was chopped at low frequency and focused in the sample inside the DAC using a microscopic objective. The excited portion of the sample was a 30-\(\mu\)m-diameter spot of the central region of the sample. A spatial filtering system, consisting of a 20× microscope objective and a pinhole, was used to select LDPL signal coming from a 25-\(\mu\)m-diameter spot of the excited region of the sample. The LDPL signal was then analyzed with a 1 m single-grating monochromator, detected by a Si photodiode and registered synchronously with a lock-in amplifier. The spectral bandwidth was set to 16 Å for LDPL measurements.
B. High-density photoluminescence measurements

Room-temperature PL measurements as a function of the excitation density and HDPL measurements as a function of pressure (at a constant excitation density) were taken using the transmission configuration. The whole sample was excited with pulses generated by a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with 532 nm, 7 ns FWHM, and 10 Hz repetition rate. In order to avoid sample damaging no focusing lenses were used. The same spatial filtering system previously described was used to select HDPL signal coming from a 25-μm-diameter spot of the excited central region of the sample. The HDPL signal was detected by an ultrafast Si photodiode and a boxcar system synchronized with the repetition frequency of the laser. The spectral bandwidth was set to 50 Å for HDPL measurements.

Typical excitation powers of 10–12 mW, giving a fluency about 3.5 mJ/cm² or equivalently a photon flux of 10²⁴ cm⁻² s⁻¹ were used. As the absorption coefficient of InSe at 532 nm is 1.2×10⁴ cm⁻¹,⁴ the penetration depth of the laser pulse is around 1 μm. With these data, we estimate an electron-hole generation rate of 1.2×10²⁸ cm⁻³ s⁻¹ and assuming a carrier lifetime of 10 ns,⁴,⁵ we get a density of photoexcited carriers of about 1.2×10²⁰ cm⁻³. An average temperature increase of 10 K has been measured under these excitation conditions outside the DAC⁴ so a lower overall heating of the sample inside the DAC is expected because of the thermal contact with the pressure transmitting medium.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Measurements at low-excitation density

Figure 3(a) shows the pressure evolution of LDPL spectra of InSe at room temperature up to 5.6 GPa in the transmission configuration. The LDPL spectra consist of two bands of different intensity and similar behavior under pressure. Spectra taken at the reflection configuration are similar to those of Fig. 3(a) but with a smaller relative intensity of the low energy peak. Figure 3(b) shows the two-component fit of one of those spectra. The high-energy band is close to the direct band-gap energy of InSe. We have modeled this band to the usual expression of band-to-band (BB) PL direct edge transition.

\[
I_{BB}(h\omega) = \int_{E_0}^{\infty} C(h\nu - E_0) \exp \left( -\frac{h\nu - E_0}{kT} \right) \times \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{h\nu - h\nu'}{\sigma} \right)^2 \right] dh\nu'.
\]

The Gaussian convolution function is used in order to take into account the scattering mechanisms widening the electronic transitions. Equation (1) has been fitted to BB spectra at different pressures with four free parameters (C, E₀, T, and σ). Let us note that temperature, as obtained from the fits, stays almost constant (about 350 K) at different pressures. This temperature increase is a consequence of the local heating of the sample under absorption of the whole laser intensity. On the other hand, the low-energy band has been modeled with a Gaussian centered at a photon energy E₀. Figure 4 shows that the pressure dependence of E₀ and E₀' is nearly the same as that of the direct gap in InSe.⁴,⁵,³⁴ Furthermore, both bands show the same pressure dependence of the intensity and FWHM. This result supports the assignment of both bands to the direct band-to-band transition. We assign the weak band to the modification of the internal PL spectrum as a result of reabsorption, nonhomogenous excitation and local heating of the sample by the excitation laser. Such hypothesis is supported by the smaller intensity of the low-energy band in the reflection configuration.

The inset of Fig. 4 shows the pressure evolution of the convolution Gaussian width σ. A reversible increase of σ is observed above 1.2 GPa. We attribute such increase to the onset of a new carrier scattering process above that pressure. A similar increase of the exciton linewidth above 1–1.5 GPa.

![Figure 3](image-url)
FIG. 4. Pressure dependence of the energy of the band gap, as obtained from the fit of the BB emission (filled symbols), and of the energy of the maximum of the reabsorption band (hollow symbols) in InSe at room temperature. The pressure dependence of the band-gap energy obtained from absorption (solid line) and photoreflec-
tance (dotted line) are shown for comparison. The inset shows the pressure dependence of the width of the convoluting Gaussian of the square root function corresponding to the Maxwell–Boltzmann edge.

be quantitatively accounted for by a simple model. The distribution of photoexcited electrons $\Delta n_i$, among the $Z$ and $B$ conduction band minima is given by:

$$\frac{\Delta n_B}{\Delta n_Z} = M_B \left( \frac{m_B^*}{m_Z} \right)^{3/2} \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta E_{BZ} - \beta_{BZ} P}{kT} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $m_B^*$ is the density of states effective mass of the $B$ minimum, $M_B$ is the number of equivalent minima of type $B$ of the conduction band, $\Delta E_{BZ}$ is the energy difference at ambient pressure between the $B$ minima and the $Z$ minimum of the conduction band, and $\beta_{BZ}$ is the pressure coefficient of $\Delta E_{BZ}$.

The kinetic equation controlling the recombination process of photoexcited electrons at the $i$ minimum of the conduction band, under assumption of a monomolecular recombination, is given by

$$\frac{d\Delta n_i}{dt} = G_i - \frac{\Delta n_i}{\tau_{ri}} - \frac{\Delta n_i}{\tau_{nni}} = G_i - \frac{\Delta n_i}{\tau_i},$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $G_i$, $\tau_{ri}$, and $\tau_{nni}$ are the electron generation rate, and the radiative and nonradiative recombination lifetimes at each minimum. The carrier recombination by collision between electrons in different bands has been neglected in the model.\(^{49}\) In the stationary case at thermal equilibrium, the generation and recombination rates are equal for both $Z$ and $B$ minima and can be combined in the following equation

$$\sum_i R_i = \frac{\Delta n_Z}{\tau_Z} + \frac{\Delta n_B}{\tau_B} = G = \alpha \phi_0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $R_i$ is the recombination rate at each $i$ minimum, $G = G_Z + G_B$ is the total generation rate (that it is assumed to be independent of pressure), $\phi_0$ is the total photon flux of the...
exciting laser, and $\alpha$ is the absorption coefficient at the laser wavelength.

With these hypotheses, and taking into account the multi-valley scheme of the conduction band and its pressure dependence,\(^5\) we can obtain an expression for the intensity of the direct band-to-band recombination transition \((I \propto \Delta n_z/\tau_{\text{DR}})\) as a function of pressure from Eqs. (2) and (4):

\[
I(P) = \alpha \phi_0 \left( \frac{\tau_{\text{Z}}}{\tau_{Z}} \right)^{3/2} \left[ 1 + \frac{\tau_{BZ}^*}{\tau_B} \left( \frac{m_B^*}{m_B} \right)^{3/2} \right] \times \exp \left( - \frac{\Delta E_{\text{BZ}} - \beta_{\text{DR}} P}{kT} \right) .
\]

Equation (5) gives a quantitative account of the decay of the direct BB emission as function of pressure as due to the thermalization of photoexcited electrons to the upper $B$ minima of the conduction band as they approach the direct minimum at $Z$ with increasing pressure. The fact that no PL of indirect character has been observed above 4 GPa indicates that the nonradiative recombination predominates at the $B$ minima. This can be attributed to the presence of an electron trap associated to the $B$ minima that becomes deeper as pressure increases. The existence of this trap and its pressure dependence was deduced from transport measurements under pressure.\(^6\)

A reasonable fit to the pressure dependence of the BB emission intensity can be obtained with Eq. (5) by assuming as known parameters $\Delta E_{\text{BZ}}=0.3$ eV, $T=350$ K, $M_B=3$, $\beta_{\text{DR}} =0.076$ eV/GPa,\(^3\) and using the preexponential factor in Eq. (5) as a fitting parameter. This fit yields the following preexponential factor

\[
\frac{\tau_{e}}{\tau_B} \left( \frac{m_B^*}{m_B} \right)^{3/2} = 0.8 \pm 0.3
\]

and is shown in Fig. 5 as a solid line. As the effective mass ratio \((m_B^*/m_B)\) is expected to be much larger that unity,\(^3\) this result simply indicates that $\tau_{e} \ll \tau_B$, which is in agreement with the observation of direct BB PL at $Z$ up to a very high pressure.

**B. Measurements at high-excitation density**

**1. Photoluminescence as a function of excited photocarrier density**

Figure 6 shows the room-pressure PL spectra of InSe at different excitation densities. Two bands can be observed in such spectra. The broad band, centered around 1.25 eV, exhibits a bandshape almost independent of the excitation density, whereas the intensity shows a linear dependence on the excitation density. We assign this band to direct band-to-band spontaneous emission from the lowest excited regions of the sample. Note that the laser intensity decreases exponentially with the penetration length and the high-density conditions are only satisfied in a region of less than 1 $\mu$m thick near the irradiated surface of the sample.

The narrow band, located around 1.18 eV, exhibits a bandshape strongly dependent on the excitation density. The nonlinear redshift of its low energy tail (onset energy) as a function of the excitation density is shown in the inset 1 of Fig. 6. The inset 2 of Fig. 6 shows the linear dependence of the intensity on the excitation density above the threshold power of 2 mW. We assign this band to stimulated emission caused by direct band-to-band recombination of electrons and holes in an electron-hole plasma (DEHP) at high excitation densities on the basis of the existence of a threshold density and of the low-energy tail redshift with increasing density. Our assignment is supported by time-resolved PL measurements measured by us that show a very fast response of the 1.18 eV band (it basically follows the laser pulses) while the 1.25 eV band decays with a much longer lifetime of the order of 9.5$\pm$0.5 ns. Let us point out that, as expected in high excitation conditions, recombination is quadratic and the time decay of the broad band exhibits the typical \((1 + \beta \Delta n_d)^{-1}\) dependence. The value of 9.5 ns corresponds to the instantaneous lifetime at $t=0$ (the product of the quadratic recombination coefficient, $\beta$, by the electron concentration at $t=0$, $\Delta n_0$).

It is well known that the formation of the degenerate electron-hole plasma (EHP) induces a band-gap renormalization (BGR) in the semiconductor due to the Coulombian interaction between electrons and holes.\(^3\) The band-gap renormalization can be measured from the difference between the semiconductor band-gap and the onset energy of the EHP stimulated emission band. On the other side, the width of the EHP band allows to calculate the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons (holes), $\mu_e/\mu_h$, measured from the bottom (top) of the conduction (valence) band, $\Delta \mu_e = \mu_e + \mu_n = (E_{\text{F}e} - E_0) + (E_{\text{F}h} - E_{\text{F}e})$. The total electron and hole densities can be estimated once the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes are known. Finally, the band-gap renormalization at high excitation densities can be calculated with the Vashista–Kalia universal formula.\(^2\)

Figure 7 shows the averaged measured values (symbols) of the $Z$ direct band-gap renormalization in InSe as a func-
According to the BGRMS theory, the direct gap at $Z$ and the indirect gap (between the donut-like VBM and the CBM at $Z$) should have different contributions of the hole exchange interaction to the renormalized band-gap energy. However, both gaps have the same contribution of the correlation energy of electrons and holes and of the electron exchange interaction (because all electrons are basically thermalized to the $Z$ minimum of the conduction band). With these considerations, we have plotted in Fig. 7 the correlation energy of electrons and holes plus the total electron exchange energy (dotted line) by subtracting to the total renormalization energy in the single valley scenario (solid line) the total exchange interaction energy of the holes (dashed-dotted line) given by the formula

$$E_{\text{ex}} = -\frac{0.916\phi(\rho_h)}{r^3},$$

where $r_s$ is the normalized interparticle distance (calculated assuming an excitonic Rydberg in InSe of 11.7 meV), $\nu_h$ is the degeneracy factor of the maximum of the valence band, and $\phi$ is a function that describes the mass anisotropy in the maximum of the valence band as a function of the ratio of the transverse and longitudinal masses of the holes, $\rho_h$. 33

In order to get the correct renormalization energy of the direct band gap we must add the exchange interaction energy of the holes thermalized at the VBM at $Z$ to the correlation energy of electrons and holes plus the total electron exchange energy. The exchange interaction energy of the holes thermalized at the VBM at $Z$ can be calculated once the hole concentration of the VBM at $Z$ is known. The hole concentration in each VBM is given by the Fermi function, the density of states in each valley, and the relative energy position of the different VBM. This relative position is, however, a direct function of the density-induced renormalization of each maximum, so the calculation of the renormalization and population of each maximum of the valence band requires a self-consistent treatment.

In order to calculate the renormalization energy and the population of the VBM at $Z$ and at the donut-like VBM at ambient pressure in a self-consistent way, we have taken into account the hole effective mass in the VBM at $Z$ ($m_{h,Z} = 0.72m_0, m_{hd} = 0.17m_0$), the excitonic Rydberg in InSe (11.7 meV), and the relative energy position of the two maxima in absence of excitation (70 meV). Furthermore, we have assumed that the donut-like maximum has a density of states given by 36

$$N_{\text{donut}} = \frac{M_{hd}^* k_0}{\pi \hbar},$$

where $M_{hd}^*$ is the hole effective mass at the donut, that we have assumed to be around 0.5 $m_0$, and $k_0$ is the radius of the donut in the space of quasimomenta around the Z point, that according to band structure calculations amounts to $1.5 \times 10^9$ m$^{-1}$. 38 In Fig. 8 we have plotted the distribution of the hole concentration among the two VBM as well as the hole exchange interaction energy of each maximum as a function of the total excitation density at ambient pressure on the above assumptions. This procedure can be done at any pressure to obtain the hole concentration at each VBM and the contribution of the holes to the total renormalization of the bandgap at any pressure, as will be commented later on.

Finally, adding the exchange interaction energy of the holes thermalized in the VBM at $Z$ and the correlation energy of electrons and holes plus the total electron exchange energy at ambient pressure, we obtain the total direct band-gap renormalization energy at ambient pressure as a function of
the total photoexcited carrier concentration (dashed line in Fig. 7). The calculated renormalization energy of the direct band-gap at ambient pressure in the multivalley scenario agrees nicely with the measured one.

In summary, we have interpreted our results on the PL at ambient pressure as a function of the excitation density from the point of view that a subsidiary donut-like maximum of the valence band is near the absolute maximum at the Z point of the Brillouin zone. We have to note that a similar model was proposed by Godzaev and Sernelius\textsuperscript{16} from low-temperature PL measurements as a function of the excitation density. These authors also invoked the closeness of an indirect gap near the direct one at ambient pressure, but they assigned the indirect gap to a transition between the VBM at Z and the CBM at the M point of the Brillouin zone. This assignment is not supported by any of the recent electronic band structure calculations.

2. HDPL as a function of pressure

Figure 9 shows HDPL measurements in InSe (300 K) for a constant excitation density at different pressures up to 5 GPa. Under these conditions, the maximum of the stimulated emission line shifts nonlinearly towards high energies as the direct gap in InSe. The stimulated emission band of the high density-induced EHP is observed up to 5.1 GPa but it is not observed at higher pressures. Let us note that in our measurements despite using an optical filter, the first harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser was not completely removed (1064 nm $\approx$ 1.165 eV) which was not completely removed despite using an optical filter. The stimulated emission peak is no longer seen above 5 GPa.

Figure 9 shows how the spectra change drastically above 1.7 GPa. The high energy tail of the stimulated DEHP band broadens up to 2.4 GPa and becomes narrower above such pressure. The low-energy tail broadening contrasts with the unchanged profile of the low-energy tail of this band in this pressure range. In fact, a low-energy band beginning at 1.15 eV at 1.7 GPa and shifting at the same rate as the stimulated band could be observed in Fig. 10(a) as the emission band shifts to higher energies with respect to the laser line. In this pressure range, we observed only a small increase of the broad BB emission band intensity as compared to that of the stimulated DEHP band.

Figure 10(b) shows how the spectra change drastically above 1.7 GPa. The high energy tail of the stimulated DEHP band broadens up to 2.4 GPa and becomes narrower above such pressure. The low-energy tail broadens considerably and a new low-energy tail appears in the spectra. This new tail shows a different low-energy slope and shifts in energy with a smaller positive pressure coefficient than that of the stimulated DEHP band. The inset of Fig. 10(a) shows the evolution of the FWHM of the stimulated band as a function of pressure. The broadening of the stimulated band is likely
of the occupied density of states of electrons and holes. The radiative recombination profile is given by the convolution of the EHP emission profiles. The EHP is a degenerate system fringe maxima of the transmittancy spectrum. This explanation is supported by the fact that the separation of the two apparent stimulated peaks is of the same order than the separation between the interference fringe maxima of the transmittancy spectrum.

A deep knowledge of the EHP can be obtained from the fit of the EHP emission profiles. The EHP is a degenerate system of high-density electrons and holes whose spontaneous radiative recombination profile is given by the convolution of the occupied density of states of electrons and holes.

\[ I(\hbar \omega) = A \int_0^{\hbar \omega - E_{\text{onset}}} D_e(E)D_h(\hbar \omega - E_{\text{onset}} - E) \]

\[ \times f_e(E,v_e,T)f_h(\hbar \omega - E_{\text{onset}} - E,v_h,T)dE, \]

where the factor \( A \) contains the transition matrix element, \( D_e, v_e, \) and \( D_h, v_h \) are the electron and hole density of states and quasi-Fermi levels, and \( f_e \) and \( f_h \) are the Fermi functions for electrons and holes, \( \hbar \omega \) is the emitted photon energy and \( E_{\text{onset}} \) is the energy of the onset of the EHP luminescence. In the case of radiative recombination from the direct gap, \( E_{\text{onset}} = E_{RG} \) with \( E_{RG} \) the renormalized direct gap due to the Coulombic interaction between electrons and holes; and the joint density of states in Eq. (9) is proportional to the squared root of the energy, \((\hbar \omega - E_{\text{onset}})^{1/2}\). In the case of radiative recombination from the indirect gap, \( E_{\text{onset}} = E_{RG} - \hbar \omega_f \), with \( \hbar \omega_f \) the energy of the emitted phonon because the probability of the recombination process with phonon absorption is negligible; and the joint density of states in Eq. (9) is proportional to the square of the energy, \((\hbar \omega - E_{\text{onset}})^2\). The stimulated radiative recombination of an electron-hole plasma is also given by Eq. (9), but the factor \( f_e \cdot f_h \) must be replaced by the factor \((1 - f_e - f_h)^{-1}\). As an example, the inset of Fig. 10(b) shows the HDPL spectrum of InSe at 4.3 GPa and its decomposition in spontaneous and stimulated bands. The two bands named as EHP(Z) correspond to the stimulated (high intensity) and spontaneous (low intensity) emission bands of the direct electron-hole plasma. The two bands named as EHP(I\(_1\)) and EHP(I\(_2\)) correspond to the spontaneous emission bands of the I\(_1\) and I\(_2\) indirect electron-hole plasmas, respectively. The band named BB is the same observed in low-density excitation measurements.

Since low-energy tails of spontaneous emission bands from indirect gaps should exhibit a quadratic dependence

due to the transfer of the excitation between two modes of the sample cavity and the coexistence of both modes in a given pressure range. This explanation is supported by the fact that the separation of the two apparent stimulated peaks is of the same order than the separation between the interference fringe maxima of the transmittancy spectrum.

A deep knowledge of the EHP can be obtained from the fit of the EHP emission profiles. The EHP is a degenerate system of high-density electrons and holes whose spontaneous radiative recombination profile is given by the convolution of the occupied density of states of electrons and holes.

FIG. 10. Room-temperature HDPL spectra of InSe at different pressures under the same high-density excitation conditions. Spectra have been normalized with respect to the maximum of the DEHP band and shifted in energy by \( \Delta E \) in order to compare the shape of the spectrum at different pressures. (a) Spectra from 0 to 1.74 GPa; (b) spectra from 1.74 to 3.36 GPa. Inset of (a): pressure dependence of the width of the stimulated DEHP band as a function of pressure. Inset of (b): example of the decomposition of the HDPL spectrum at 4.3 GPa.

FIG. 11. HDPL spectra in InSe at room temperature as a function of pressure. The square root of the PL intensity vs the photon energy is represented in order to observe the EHP emission coming from indirect transitions. A stimulated emission peak dominates the low-energy tail of the HDPL spectra up to 1.7 GPa. A new straight line (dashed line 2) with a different slope and a different pressure coefficient can be extrapolated above this pressure. A third line (solid line 3) also with a different pressure coefficient can be extrapolated from 4.3 GPa upwards. The first straight line is no longer seen above 4.3 GPa.
with photon energy, in Fig. 11 we plotted the squared root intensity of the HDPL spectra as a function of the photon energy for different pressures in order to discriminate between the different straight lines corresponding to possible indirect transitions in our spectra. Several straight lines can be observed at the low-energy tail of the spectra at different pressures. We identify the different lines on the basis of the different pressure coefficients of their extrapolations to zero intensity. Below 1.7 GPa only one low-energy straight line (dotted line 1 in Fig. 11) is observed, showing the same energy shift as the stimulated DEHP and spontaneous BB bands. Above 1.7 GPa, we observe a second low-energy straight line (dashed line 2 in Fig. 11). This second line extrapolates at a lower energy than that of the previous line and shows a smaller positive pressure coefficient than the direct gap of InSe. The coexistence of these two lines can be observed up to a pressure of 4.3 GPa. Above this pressure, two different straight lines could also be observed. One of them exhibits the same pressure coefficient as line 2, but the other one (solid line 3 in Fig. 11) exhibits a negative pressure coefficient.

The nature of lines 1, 2, and 3 can be reasonably deduced on the basis of their pressure coefficients and the detailed knowledge of the electronic band structure. We assign line 1 to the direct gap and this line can be interpreted as due to the Lorentzian carrier collision broadening of the spontaneous DEHP emission. Its disappearance above 4.3 GPa clearly correlates to the decrease of the stimulated emission. We assign lines 2 and 3 to the low-energy tails of spontaneous emission bands from indirect electron-hole plasmas (IEHP). These plasmas can certainly exist at low pressures but are more clearly observed above 1.7 and 4.3 GPa, respectively, due to the pressure-induced direct-to-indirect crossovers. Line 2 would correspond to the spontaneous indirect radiative recombination of electrons thermalized to the CBM at \( Z \) and holes thermalized at the donut-like VBM (\( I_1 \) indirect gap in Fig. 2). Line 3 would correspond to the spontaneous indirect radiative recombination of electrons thermalized to the CBM at \( A \) and holes thermalized to the VBM at \( Z \) (\( I_2 \) indirect gap in Fig. 2).

Figure 12 shows the energy difference between the direct energy emission and the energy of the zero-intensity extrapolation of lines 1, 2, and 3 as a function of pressure. As expected, the energy difference between the direct gap (BB emission) and line 1 is independent of pressure (see solid circles in Fig. 12). This result confirms the previous assignment of line 1 to the Lorentzian broadening of the stimulated DEHP emission. On the other hand, the energy difference between the direct gap and lines 2 and 3 (solid and blank squares in Fig. 12, respectively) depends on pressure and exhibits pressure coefficients of \(-19\pm5\) and \(-76\pm10\) meV/GPa, respectively. These pressure coefficients are similar to those observed for the \( I_1-Z \) and \( Z-I_2 \) indirect gaps in absorption measurements under pressure (with respect to the Z direct absorption edge). This result supports the previous assignment of lines 2 and 3 to indirect emissions.
Figure 13 shows a comparison of the band-gap pressure dependencies obtained from HDPL with those obtained from absorption measurements. Symbols in Fig. 13 correspond to the energies of the renormalized band gaps as obtained from HDPL measurements. The renormalized direct band-gap energy (dotted squares) has been obtained from the fit of the DEHP stimulated emission band to Eq. (9). The renormalized indirect gaps \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) minus a phonon have been obtained from the extrapolation to zero intensity of the straight lines 2 and 3 in Fig. 11, which correspond to the low-energy tails of the IEHP spontaneous emission bands, respectively. Solid lines in Fig. 13 correspond to the pressure dependence of the direct band gap at \( Z \) and the indirect band gaps \( I_1-Z \) and \( Z-I_2 \), respectively, as obtained from absorption experiments.\(^{34}\)

The energy difference between the corresponding lines and symbols allows for an estimation of the renormalization energy of each band gap at the average photoexcited electron density used in the experiment under pressure (around \( 6 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)). This value is reasonable if we consider the reduction of the excitation intensity due to laser reflection in the diamond anvils and the increased weight of surface recombination in samples introduced in the DAC. In this sense, surface defects are expected by plastic deformation of micrometer-size samples after its manipulation to fit them into the DAC. The \( Z \) direct band-gap renormalization at ambient pressure is about \(-60 \pm 10 \text{ meV}\) and decreases slightly with increasing pressure up to 4.3 GPa. This decrease is understood on the light of the decrease of holes thermalized to the VBM at \( Z \) with increasing pressure. The energy difference between line and symbols for the \( I_1 \) indirect band gap remains almost constant (about \(-140 \pm 15 \text{ meV}\)) above 1.7 GPa. Taking into account that the solid line of the indirect gap \( I_1 \) obtained from absorption measurements represents the \( I_1 \) indirect band gap plus a phonon and that solid circles represent the renormalized \( I_1 \) indirect band gap minus a phonon, and assuming that the phonon energy is around 25 meV, we can estimate the renormalization energy of the \( I_1 \) indirect bandgap to be around \(-90 \pm 25 \text{ meV}\). Both the slight decrease of the direct bandgap renormalization and the constant renormalization of the \( I_1 \) indirect bandgap is consistent with the hole concentration at the \( Z \) and the donut-like VBM and the corresponding renormalization band-gap energies obtained by applying the BGRMS theory at 2 GPa in the same way as at ambient pressure in Figs. 7 and 8. On the other hand, the energy difference between the line and symbols for the \( I_2 \) indirect band gap remains almost constant (about \(-100 \pm 15 \text{ meV}\)) above 4.3 GPa. With the same considerations done before for the \( I_1 \) indirect band gap, and assuming a phonon energy of the same order, we can estimate the renormalization energy of the \( I_2 \) indirect band gap to be around \(-50 \pm 25 \text{ meV}\). This renormalization is also consistent with the renormalization band-gap energy obtained by applying the BGRMS theory at 5 GPa in the same way we did at ambient pressure in Figs. 7 and 8.

Finally, we would like to note that our assignment for lines 1, 2 and 3 to the direct gap at \( Z \) and the \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) indirect gaps respectively is further supported by the fact that the intensity of the stimulated DEHP line is barely affected by the \( I_1-Z \) crossover, but strongly affected by the \( Z-I_2 \) crossover. This phenomenon is similar to the reversible decrease of the intensity of the direct BB band above 4 GPa in LDPL measurements of InSe already commented in Sec. III A. Furthermore, on the same basis it is reasonable to attribute the quenching of the direct emissions in HDPL measurements to the trapping of carriers thermalized in the \( B \) minima of the conduction band after the \( Z-B \) crossover due to the presence of a deep trap associated to the \( B \) minima of the conduction band.\(^{50}\) This trap deepens into the band gap as pressure increases thus creating a nonradiative recombination channel that is more effective than direct radiative recombination. The fact that the quenching of the DEHP stimulated emission is observed in the same pressure range for both low and high-density excitation conditions indicates that the \( Z-I_2 \) direct-to-indirect gap crossover occurs in both cases in this pressure range (around 4 GPa). This result is coherent with the fact that the renormalization energies for the direct and \( I_2 \) indirect gaps are practically the same within the experimental error. On the opposite, the observation of the \( I_1 \) IEHP spontaneous emission at photon energies below the stimulated emission indicates that the \( I_1-Z \) direct-to-indirect gap crossover occurs at lower pressure in high-density conditions. This result is coherent with the higher renormalization energy of the \( I_1 \) indirect gap.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

The direct-to-indirect gap crossovers observed through the pressure evolution of the line shape and intensity of LDPL spectra are in agreement with those described in Ref. 34.

The renormalization band-gap energies and direct-to-indirect gap crossover pressures, as measured in HDPL experiments under pressure agree with calculations based on the BGRMS theory and can be accounted for with the inclusion in the calculations of a donut-like maximum of the valence band near the maximum at \( Z \).

Consequently, the information about the InSe electronic band structure provided by the present LDPL and HDPL measurements agrees with the image obtained by recent pseudopotentials, and LMTO calculations,\(^{31,33}\) NAO-DFT calculations,\(^{34,36}\) quasi-particle GW calculations,\(^{37}\) and supports previous analysis of the optical absorption coefficient of InSe and \( \text{In}_{1-x} \text{Ga}_x \text{Se (x<0.2)} \).\(^{34}\)

Therefore, we propose the following model for the band structure of InSe. At ambient pressure, the conduction band of InSe has a minimum at \( Z \) located some 300 meV below the \( B \) and the \( A \) minima, whereas the valence band has a maximum at \( Z \) located some 70 meV above a thordial maximum around \( Z \). With the increase of pressure, the thordial maximum of the valence band becomes the absolute maximum and the minimum at \( B \) (or \( A \)) becomes the absolute minimum of the conduction band. Both band-gap crossovers occur near 4 GPa, but the valence band crossover manifests at a lower pressure in absorption and photoluminescence measurements because the excitonic crossover occurs at a lower pressure for the valence than for the conduction band and because the renormalization energy is much greater for the donut-like VBM than for the CBM at \( B \) (or \( A \)).
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Lorentzian profile always may be developed into a series of parabolic terms in a given energy range. This is the reason why the Lorentzian low-energy tail of the spontaneous DEHP band may be observed as a straight line in the spectra of the square root PL intensity as function of photon energy.